
The Problem

Elevate Security analysis finds that 8% of an 

organization’s users are responsible for 80% of 

their security incidents. These people are highly 

susceptible to phishing, malware, and social 

engineering attacks. Currently, there are no 

effective methods for identifying high-risk

individuals and protecting them from potential 

cyber threats.

The Solution

Elevate Security integrates with the CrowdStrike

Falcon platform to enhance organizational 

visibility of high-risk individuals and mitigate their 

cyber risks. By connecting with the Falcon 

platform, Elevate allows security teams to quickly 

assess risky employees and employ automated 

playbooks to adaptively respond to potential 

threats and thwart targeted user attacks.

Elevate and CrowdStrike enable security teams to make better security decisions 

and automate responses to better protect high-risk individuals.

Integration with the CrowdStrike Falcon platform enables rapid assessment of risky employees based on 

their actions, frequency they’re targeted, and by whom they are targeted. Advanced data science models 
predict and quantify the vulnerabilities of each individual, facilitating a scalable, tailored approach to 

managing risk.

Proactive Employee Risk Protection
Identify, Engage, and Automatically Protect Risky Employees

TECHNOLOGY PARTNER BRIEF

“Implementing an all-in-one Workforce Risk Management solution from Elevate Security integrated 

with our existing CrowdStrike stack was one of the best decisions we've made. It has allowed us to 

stay ahead of potential issues and ensure the safety and wellbeing of our employees. Thanks to this 

solution, we can focus on our continued growth with confidence and peace of mind.”
—Emre Saglam, CISO, Dremio

Visibility Into Workforce Risk Smarter Identity & Access 
Management

Human Risk Management & 
Awareness

Elevate Security scores cyber risk 
at the employee level, allowing 
security teams to track overall 
organizational risk, and zero in on 
the most likely sources of the next 
security incident.

Elevate Identity injects user risk 
data into authentication and 
access review workflows to 
enable conditional access to 
sensitive resources based on user 
risk profiles.

Elevate uses personalized, near 
real-time feedback nudges to 
inform workers of poor behaviors 
along with tailored training 
assignments for security 
awareness.



Elevate Security Platform
Elevate ingests CrowdStrike data to 
enrich user risk scoring and 
understanding of current hot spots     

CrowdStrike Falcon
Powered by cloud-scale AI, CrowdStrike
Falcon continuously delivers real-time 
analytics

Better Together

Elevate ingests rich security data from the Falcon platform and other 

security technologies to surface high-risk employees. By combining 

Falcon data with other sources, a comprehensive profile and history of 

behaviors and risk is built out for each user. Through built-in and 

customizable automation, Elevate allows security teams to provide 

employees with personalized scorecards and feedback, drive intelligent 

identity and access decisions, and dynamically enforce conditional 

access control policies.

Organizations using data from the CrowdStrike Falcon and Elevate 

Security platforms gain a deeper understanding of their present 

workforce risk along with the ability to implement appropriate 

responses, both for better protection of the individual and for 

modification of their risky behaviors.
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BOOK A DEMO
Book a demo to learn more about safeguarding 
your business, and your riskiest users!

About CrowdStrike

CrowdStrike® Inc. (NASDAQ: CRWD). The CrowdStrike Falcon® platform leverages cloud-
scale AI and offers real-time protection and visibility across the enterprise, preventing 
attacks on endpoints on or off the network.  Powered by the proprietary CrowdStrike
Threat Graph®, CrowdStrike Falcon correlates over two trillion endpoint-related events per 
week in real-time, fueling one of the world’s most advanced data platforms for security.
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BENEFITS

Continuous monitoring and 
reporting of employee risk helps 
you track patterns and progress 
against organizational goals.

Significantly reduce account 
takeover attacks and slash the 
amount of time an adversary can 
maintain persistence.

Gain increased security 
accountability across the 
organization while building a 
much stronger security culture.

https://www.elevatesecurity.com/demo/

